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From the dynamic, dream team of Jon Klassen and Mac Barnett comes the final instalment in

the hilarious shape trilogy.“Simple shapes and succinct story express big ideas. Makes us

consider fear of strangers, the power of the imagination, being brave and standing by friends”

Sunday TimesTriangle and Square are visiting Circle, who lives at the waterfall. When they play

hide-and-seek, Circle tells the friends the one rule: not to go behind the falling water. But after

she closes her eyes to count to ten, of course that's exactly where Triangle goes. Will Circle

find Triangle? And what OTHER shapes might be lurking back there?

From School Library JournalPreS-Gr 2–Square and Triangle are back with a new adventure

and their friend, Circle. In this story, Circle invites his pals to play a game of hide-and-seek

near her waterfall. Circle's only rule is "no hiding behind the waterfall." It is dark, unknown, and

scary behind the waterfall. But Triangle, who isn't scared of the dark, goes there, forcing Circle

to follow into the dark unknown. Triangle is soon recovered, but they also meet another shape

in the darkness. It might have been a good shape, it might have been a bad shape, but they

could not see it. So they each close their eyes and imagine the shape it could be. If you close

your eyes, what shape do you picture? The short sentence structure, quick-moving plot, and

simple illustrations make this installment in the creators' shape trilogy just as much of a page-

turner as the previous two books. VERDICT Sure to please fans of Square and Triangle, this

entry is just as likely to draw in plenty of new readers, too. Recommended. —Elizabeth Blake,

Brooklyn Public Library --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.ReviewWith each shapes outing Klassen outdoes himself on doing much with little; in this

case, the succession of spreads that go from gloomy to inky black, with only eyes to represent

the characters, sets a high-water mark of minimalism that will be hard to beat but that works

effortlessly and comedically within context. The book concludes by inviting the audience to join

the shape friends in imagining what the being in the cave could be. That suggestion, issued

with a light touch, moves deftly on from the story’s summation without breaking the mood, so

even kids resistant to more didactic entreaties may be enticed to join the characters as they

wonder.—Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books (starred review)Square and Triangle have

had their turns. Now, in the final volume of Barnett and Klassen’s shapes trilogy, Circle’s the

hero...Circle’s story offers a moment of genuine fright; watching Circle consider other

possibilities reminds readers that calm analysis can master fear.—Publishers WeeklyIllustrator

Klassen's watercolor, graphite, and digitally created illustrations are evocative in their muted

palette and spare presentation...the implied message of the story is a vital one in this

xenophobic age and its subtle delivery and imagery encourage further exploration.—Kirkus

ReviewsIn typical Barnett-Klassen style, humor and light philosophical musings mingle to form

a story that will entertain children and adults alike. Because much of the story takes place in

darkness, readers are called upon to use their imaginations, making this oddball friendship tale

an off-kilter treat...If you don't order extra copies of this dynamic duo's latest, their fans will get

bent out of shape.—Booklist...the message is highly entertaining in its delivery, and Klassen’s

understated work with light (and the absence of it), shadow, and texture carries the story full…

circle.—The Horn BookKlassen paints a wonderfully mysterious backdrop of waterfall,

concealing a dark cave behind it. His simple shapes with their stick legs and expressive eyes

are full of personality. Barnett's subtle, witty text pokes gentle fun at the friends' foibles and



fears in a way sure to appeal to children in the target age group.—Buffalo NewsLike Square

and Triangle, Circle teaches shapes while challenging kids to think, in this case, about what

they know and don't know.—Northwest Arkansas Democrat GazetteOffer[s] young readers

plenty of opportunity to read their own ideas into the story, flex their imagination, and explore

their own fear of the unfamiliar.—New York Journal of BooksAn elegant picturebook in which

simple shapes and succinct story express big ideas. Here a game of hide-and-seek makes us

consider, for starters, fear of strangers, the power of the imagination, being brave and standing

by friends.—The Sunday Times --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.About the AuthorMac Barnett is the author of numerous books for children, including five

illustrated by Jon Klassen: Square; The Wolf, the Duck, and the Mouse, an E. B. White Read-

Aloud Award winner; Triangle; Sam and Dave Dig a Hole, an E. B. White Read-Aloud Award

winner and a Caldecott Honor Book; and Extra Yarn, which received a Caldecott Honor and a

Boston Globe–Horn Book Award. Mac Barnett lives in California.Jon Klassen is the author-

illustrator of I Want My Hat Back, an E. B. White Read-Aloud Award winner and a Theodor

Seuss Geisel Honor Book; This Is Not My Hat, winner of the Caldecott Medal and the Kate

Greenaway Medal; and We Found a Hat. He is also the illustrator of two Caldecott Honor

books, Sam and Dave Dig a Hole and Extra Yarn, both written by Mac Barnett. Jon Klassen

lives in Los Angeles. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read

more
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This is Circle.

This is Circle’s waterfall.

One day, Circle and Square and Triangleplayed a game near her waterfall.“Here are the rules,”

Circle said.“I will close my eyes and count to ten.You must hide somewhere.When I open my

eyes, I will try to find you.”Square said, “OK.”Triangle said, “Neat!”

BaroqueMin, “Creepy yet cute. This is a fun addition to the Triangle and Square books. My

toddler daughter loves all three.I am 75% convinced that Triangle is a psychopath, but it

doesn’t seem to bother my daughter.The book might serve as a starting point for conversations

about people who are shy or different from the in group for older kids.”

Z. Duffy, “The final installment on the Shape Trilogy does not disappoint. Barnett's story and

Klassen's illustrations are once again the perfect pairing in this final installation of the Shape

Trilogy. It is satisfying to finally see all three characters interact and the resulting interplay is

humorous. One thing that I have loved about all of these books is that there is not necessarily

an explicit moral to learn from the story, there is enough moralizing in the world of children's

books, and that holds true with "Circle," which leaves us with an ending that is open to

interpretation and to the imagination. And yet, children can certainly explore what it means to

be a good friend and what it means to be open to new possibilities as we face our fears.”

Nicole A., “One of the house favorites. As with Triangle and Square, this book is simply a

delight. This trio of books has sparked a hunt for all the Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen books

(together and individually), the humor of text with art is charming for parents, and once we start

laughing (and have trouble reading) the kids start laughing. Triangle and Square were a huge

hit with my daughter’s kindergarten class, “sneaky trick” has made it into our regular household

banter, and if I go back again as a “mystery reader”, Circle will be my first choice. It’s great fun.

I sincerely hope the pair do more together, we’re huge fans.”

xina, “family favorite and great gift. picked up Triangle at our local library when it caught my eye.

loved it so much we bought it and Square. when we found out it was a trilogy we preordered

Circle. I sent all 3 to my son's preschool for his teacher to read in class. she loved circle so

much I bought it as our end of year present. absolutely adore these books, simple enough for
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even my 2 year old to enjoy but complex enough to keep the attention of the adults too. will

seek out any other delightful creations from this pair.”

CJ, “Nice Ending. More Please! (update). Another winner! My 3 year old daughter and I love

these books. It was exciting to have a brand new one to read but wow talk about an ending. I

guess we'll have to wait for another wonderful little shape story.I docked one star in the event

that this is the last book of the series, that would be upsetting because the story is a major

cliffhanger.”

VintageFOTO, “Captivating and Smart!!. Circle is one of the best children's books I've read, by

far. Rarely do you find a kids book that adults also enjoy. My two year old asks for this book to

be read to her often! It is full, to the brim, of imagination. The humor of this book, along with

Square and Triangle, is perfection. The illustrations are mesmerizing and smart. All three books

are a must-have for children and their parents!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another amazing book!!. This is another amazing story from a great

author and illustrator! I was excited to receive it in the mail yesterday and read it to my

kindergarten class!! They LOVED it and so did I! My kids told me that it was the best book ever

and I agree!!  I can't wait  to see what shape is next!!”

millicentlyd, “Adored.. I thought that for a review I would just copy my daughter's email about

our 4-year-old twins who already have and are obsessed with*Triangle* and *Square*: **Just

to say that the boys were in ecstasies over the circle book and talked about it for a good half

hour after lights out! X" Sent from my iPhone. ** I think that says it all. These books have

transformed reading for these little ones.”

Q, “Another great shape book. We were delighted with the arrival of this book at nursery. My

class counted down the days until it came. They love the humour of these stories. This one is

great fun and has a bit of mystery and ideas to think about, as do the previous two books. My

class would like to have even more of these, so we’re hoping for some more shape books in

the future. These are great books, we adore the illustrations and with a bit of adult support the

children can totally engage with the story.”

Mr. D. Stewart, “Still got its mojo!. Book three in the series and still going well! 4 stars as a

comparative measurement really, as its not quite to the standard of the two earlier stories: mind

you, I might have given those two six stars were that possible! One of my wee ones is

convinced that "rectangle" must be the next in line - as you'll see once you read it, that's not a

given...”

Vicki Broadbent, “Super read. Engaging and funny, my son has read and re-read all of the

series, time and time again!”

sproggy, “Amazing author. The circle is the best book, but you won't know that unless you read

all 3 of the shapes. And so you should - amazing stories!”

The book by Mac Barnett has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 764 people have provided feedback.
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